The Greek Nation, according to Herodotus, is defined as the sum of the people who have a common Ancestry, common language, common morals and traditions, and a common religion. Since the 4th century BC, when Herodotus stated this truth, a lot of water has streamed down the brook of history, but the reality he stated hasn't changed. According to the last Pan-European poll of the Pew Research Center, 86% of Greeks agree with the positions of Golden Dawn, wishing for "less immigrants" in Greece, as the poll puts it.

Globalization as an ideology generally works against the Nations and their building ingredients, as stated by Herodotus. And right now, the building elements of the essence of the Nation are being attacked by the bellwethers of the globalization-ist cerebration. The goal of this attack is obviously not the prevalence of some extreme ideals, but the favor of some political and economic interests of huge proportions.

The erasure of the Nations’ history helps expand the global free market, where "products and people circulate freely". However "romantic" and "cosmopolitan" this sounds, this is
what the capitalist rulers spend trillions of Euros on and host expansive wars for, using NATO and the American military as a vehicle. The deletion of the racial identity and traditions of each Nation through extreme immigration, the advertisement of race-mixing and the promotion of lifestyles like "Conchita's" (the degenerate winner of 2014's Eurovision Contest), intents to destroy the national coherent bonds and the abortion of the resistance that those who want to destroy the national societies will face.

What stated above is not a "nationalist delirium", like the journalists who submit to the foreign plutocracy like to say when they insult Golden Dawn. It is an objective reality which even the fathers of Marxism have stated in their scriptures ("scripa manent", the scriptures remain...). To provide an example we quote Engels: "[...]immigration divides the workers into two groups: the native-born and the foreigners, and the latter in turn into the Irish, the Germans, the many small groups, each of which understands only itself [...]. To form a single party out of these requires quite unusually powerful incentives. Often there is a sudden violent élan, but the bourgeois need only wait passively, and the dissimilar elements of the working class fall apart again".

Fallmerayer's Theory

The racial continuity of Hellenism, from the ancient to modern days, is a matter of high importance to the construction of the Greek Nation. Ever since the composition of the Greek State, from the 19th century till today, this subject remains a point of brawl between those who objectively study the historical and scientific data and those who want to service political interests at the expense of the Greek Nation.

During the 19th century, while the Greek State was going through constant war procedures to adapt its national borders to realize of the vision of the Great Hellas, the theory of Fallmerayer came from Germany, according to which, in the Greek Dominion now live only the descendants of Slavs, Albanians and Turks who, supposedly, ultimately drove the descendants of Georgius Plethon Gemistus and the Ancient Greeks to extinction.

This theory was declared antiscientific and its instigator got taunted by the whole of the intelligent world, since it made sense that the aim of his work was the rough construction of anti-Hellenic propaganda for the achievement of political goals. At the time when Fallmerayer was composing his work, the Greek State was still very young and there were a lot of powers that wanted the Ottoman Empire strong instead, so it could be in the way of a possible Russian descent to the Aegean Sea. At that time, one more episode of geopolitical tug-of-war was taking place which we today see with warfare and "revolutions" taking place in Syria, Libya, Egypt, Ukraine and elsewhere.

Even if Fallmerayer's theory was rejected by the Bavarian Academy of Sciences and Humanities and was degraded by titans of Greek intellectualism like Constantine Paparrigopoulos, it still stands well alive, because the geopolitical interests that demand its existence still remain. And especially today, some ideological reasons
behind the revival of this theory have been manifested. The bellwethers of globalization, with the anti-national Left and the various minions of George Soros as their spearhead, constantly try to bring back this theory and other similar theories. Their aim is to eraze the human races, first from the People’s conscience and then from the face of the Earth.

Aiming to do a rapid summary of the objectives behind these efforts and the notorious “European integration” of the Europe of usurers, which as the finishing stage has the “federation”, the “United States of Europe”, it is sufficient to quote a short passage from Kalergi’s book ”Praktischer Idealismus”, the name of whom has been given to an award bestowed, every two years, to leading personalities for their excellent contribution to the process of European integration: “The man of the future will be of mixed race. The races and classes of today will gradually disappear due to the elimination of space, time, and prejudice. The Eurasian-negroid race of the future, similar in appearance to the Ancient Egyptians, will replace the diversity of peoples and the diversity of individuals. Instead of destroying European Judaism, Europe, against her will, refined and educated this people, driving them to their future status as a leading nation through this artificial evolutionary process. It’s not surprising that the people that escaped from the Ghetto-Prison, became the spiritual nobility of Europe. Thus, the compassionate care given by Europe created a new breed of aristocrats. This happened when the European feudal aristocracy crashed because of the emancipation of the Jews [due to the actions taken by the French Revolution].”

Without races there are no nations. Without nations there are no borders, and there are no coherent social bonds. Without nations one perceives only oneself, and individualism reigns over a society that’s, comfortably and without resistance, ruled by an elite. The persistent attack on the foundations of the Greek Nation, that are mounted on the unbroken racial continuity of the Genus, its historical brilliance that still guides the thought of the free people and the geostrategic location of Greece - this attack is simultaneously symbolic and strategic, aiming to achieve globalization and worldwide governing.

**Greeks are Direct Descendants of Ancient Greeks**

The tracing of the ancestral and unbroken bloodline of the Greeks must take place based on the definition of the Nation given by Herodotus. Of course, of all the elements that form a Nation according to Herodotus, we must mostly focus on the element of the common Blood, the common Ancestry. This is the evidence of the unbroken lineage of Hellenism, in spite of the bellwethers of globalization who continue to insist that the Greek Nation went extinct centuries ago, as a result of mass immigration of other People to the area of the Southern peninsula of the Balkans. The sciences of Genetics and Anthropology will tell the truth, as more and more new and in depth research works conclude that the People who live in Greece today are the same as the People who lived in the Hellenic area thousands of years ago.
Folkloristics, the science that deals with every manifestation of a folk's culture, along with the expressions of the Racial Spirit of each Nation, the science that records and ranks all the sayings and acts of a Nation's people as a whole, is yet another solid proof of the racial continuity of our genus. Really, how do they explain the diachrony of the ethos and customs of our People, no matter how hard they try to disconnect us from them? How do they explain that a Nation that suffered from urbanism like no other, got drastically cut from its roots and was subjected to globalization, "modernism" and "progressivism" still remains loyal to its tradition and customs, even when compared to other, much younger Nations?

The Greek Language is the tool the Greek People used to thrive during all those thousands of years of history. It is one of the longest-existing languages in the world, and a living proof of the racial - and cultural - continuity of our nation and civilization. The Greek Language is the oldest living language in the "tree" of Indo-European languages, having gone under much less mutations than other, younger languages, like German or Latin, and it has conserved its link to the past, to the point that almost any Greek can understand, even faintly, its ancient dialects.

History proves that the above are not just mere consequences, but substantial proof of the racial continuity of Hellenism. Our History, which the bellwethers of globalization and the so-called "historians" of CDRSEE and other anti-national organizations so fiercely attack on, provides all the proof one needs in order to destroy the complaints of the enemies of Hellenism, those enemies who propagandize that in Smyrna only a "crowding" took place and that the Turkocracy was just a transfer of jurisdictions.

**History's Answer to Fallmerayer**

Focusing on the anti-Hellenic theory of Fallmerayer, which objectively was the flagship of anti-Hellenism, surpassing by far in "seriousness" all the other hilarities written at the expense of Greece, using the so-called disruption of the racial chain as a focal point, we will provide some passages from the answer given to this issue by the Greek Historian Constantine Paparrigopoulos.

According to Fallmerayer's theory, even by the 7th century AD, during the times of the Byzantine Empire's rule over the Balkan Peninsula, the Greek Race was already extinct, having been "replaced" by Slavic populations. Constantine Paparrigopoulos humorously answers to Fallmerayer and his modern followers:

"If one wished to destroy the Greek race using the Slavs during the 7th centenary AD, he would have to, above all, radically overthrow the medieval and modern history of the Christian residents of Anatolia; because, since the history of those residents or at least of their minority, was till now known, everything during all that time was Greek; and their language and their religion and their laws, and their literature and their national poetry. He would have to accept then, either that those elements of nationality were not really Greek, which is impossible, or that the foreigners did indeed occupy the country,
annihilated the original residents, and then Greek-fied themselves, which seems rather unlikely.”

An important element in Fallmerayer's theory is the abandonment of Attica for 400 years (!), a circumstance which the Albanian and Slavic populations took advantage of in order to occupy the area, still living there today as the racial majority, always according to Fallmerayer's laughable theory. As Paparrigopoulos states in his answer, Fallmerayer's basis regarding this is a manuscript which speaks of a "Patriarch Ioannikinon" (the Patriarch is the ruler of the Greek Orthodox Church), who supposedly demanded the construction of the Agion Anargyron Church in Athens, Attica. However, as the Greek Historian successfully notes, "unfortunately, during the 10th centenary, there was no Patriarch Ioannikinon", while said Patriarch and said Church appear in history in 1651, many centenaries after the Slavic raids.

**Genetics - Anthropology**

Coming to talk about the natural sciences of Genetics and Anthropology that analyze respectively the genetic composition - origin of the people and their morphology, it's worth making two different references to researches that were published lately and prove what Nelly Seraidari captured in her photographs, that is that modern Greeks are descendants of Ancient Greeks. **Nelly Seraidari's photographs, an example of which can be seen at the top of this article, cite and compare figures of modern Hellenism to statues of the glorious Hellenic past, highlighting the racial continuity and similarity of Greeks after four thousand years and tens of historical periods.**

By closing this important parenthesis and returning to anthropology, we ought to mention the work of the emeritus professor of Dentistry, dr. Manolis Papagrigorakis, who presented his work on a national television program on the March of 2013, causing obvious awkwardness to the reporter, who rushed to quote the anti-Hellenist Fallmerayer. **Professor Papagrigorakis presented his research and its' conclusions, after having studied sculls taken from ancient and modern burial grounds, which can be summarized in the interesting dialog that took place in the end, when the reporter asked the professor:** "Despite the similarities [between the sculls], are there any differences?" only to receive a resounding and disappointing to the "antiracist" propagandists "NO"! **Professor Papagrigorakis had constructed a 3D image of an Ancient Greek girl, Myrtis, to complete Nelly's photos and therefore present another "living" proof of the racial continuity of Hellenism. In 1989, a similar research by Argyropoulos, Sassouni and Xeniotou of the University of Pittsburg, USA, was published under the title "A comparative cephalometric investigation of the Greek cranialfacial pattern through 4000 years".** In this particular research, cranialfacial characteristics of modern and ancient Greeks were studied for the identification of the importance of the National Heritage. Modern population was represented by 54 individuals of verified Greek ancestry, with normal facial proportions and normal dental convergence. The ancient sample was of 40 sculls with normal convergence, dating back at the Late Minoan - Early Helladic period. A noteworthy resemblance in the cranialfacial morphology, between the
two groups, was obvious, stating that there indeed exists a close genetic relation between modern and ancient Greeks. The ability of the cranialfacial complex to express balancing changes was taken into account, and the complex was valued as a functional, biological entity. Moreover, the base of the scull showed a clear influence in the configuration of the total cranialfacial profile.

On the topic of Genetics, we must quote the recently published book of the professor of Genetics and Human Genetics, dr. Constantine Triantafyllidis, titled "The genetic history of Greece - The DNA of the Greeks" ("Η γενετική ιστορία της Ελλάδας - Το DNA των Ελλήνων"), which includes the genetic studies that took place in the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH) and in other European institutions, of which conclusions we will try to summarize briefly.

There is No Relation Between Greeks and Slavs

Based on a 1970 study that was conducted based on 88 genes that set blood groups and enzymes, the genetic distance of Greeks is smaller between the Italians, then the Austrians, and lastly with the Yugoslavs.

Other studies that were conducted based on genes that set the white blood cell antigens had the same results. Particularly, the smaller genetic distance was found between Greeks and Italians, while the great genetic distance with the Yugoslavs revealed that there is no visible race-mixing with them.

It is also impressive that the Slavic researchers Rebala K. and Mikulich A., in their recent study of 2007, found very little genetic gaps between Slavic people like Serbs, Bulgarians, Bosnians and others, a fact which in combination with the above researches, but also with a study based on frequencies of simple nucleotide indicators of the Y chromosome, prove that Greeks are more related to populations of Central Europe rather that Slavic populations - a fact that excludes any race-mixing with the Slavs.

There is No Relation Between Greeks and Albanians

The Albanian population is divided into two main groups, Ghegs of the North and Tosks of the South. Before going any further, we must mention that Greeks as a genetic composition, as many studies show, seem relatively homogenous as a population. The history of Albanian immigration to Greece includes only specific areas and therefore one should not expect to find any "relations" between Albanians and Cretans (Crete is a far Southern island of Greece). The fact that Greeks are basically homogenous shows that there has been no race-mixing with the Albanians. Things get even tougher for the ambassadors of globalization, since genetic studies show that there are statistically important differences between Greeks and Albanians. These genetic distances, that are ensured by studying microsatellite genetic indicators of the Y chromosome and the frequency of the antigens of the HLA genes, seem to be less in
Tosks, a fact that proves the genetic infiltration of Greeks in Albany, and not the opposite. Of course, this has more to do with "Albanized" Greeks, rather than race-mixing, which attaches to the presence of Hellenism in the area and the atrocities the North Epirus people suffered, from the years of the Ottoman Empire till today.

There is No Relation Between Greeks and Turks

Turks are classified into a very different race, the Mongolian race, which right now forms a percentage of about 30% of all the residents of Turkey, with the rest having a Turkish consciousness but no Turkish ancestry. The simple fact that Greeks are phylogenetically classified as Caucasian (White) Europeans, should reject any kind of discussion on the subject. Other than that, however, a study of classic genetic indicators and Y chromosome haplogroups, shows that Turks are genetically different from Greeks.

We conclude with professor Triantafyllidis' characteristic note, "modern Greeks are descendants of population groups that lived in this South East corner of Europe since the Paleolithic period and they have conserved the Greek language, at least from the Mycenaean era till today". The Greeks' sub-haplogroup E-V13 of the Y chromosome, shows an expansion in Europe that completely agrees with the spreading of Hellenism in the Mediterranean and proves the racial continuity of Greeks.

Folkloristics

The same Greek Tradition and its unbroken continuation through time is the "icing on the cake" of all the proof of the racial continuity of Greeks. Because it is absurd to think that Greeks suddenly disappeared, and that foreign populations colonized the country and later adopted the very same Greek tradition and customs. Also, it is not possible for them to have survived without mixing ancient customs and traditions, even with the changing of the state's religion and even with the supposed "mixing" of Greeks with Slavs, Albanians and Turks, who, despite their physical presence, couldn't manage to cause an analogous cultural effect on Greece.

Folkloristics, the study of customs and traditions of each Nation, provides us with yet another proof of the racial continuity of Hellenism, which survives both in blood and in culture. From the Christmas Tree, the Carols, the customs of Lampri (Orthodox Christian Easter), and many others, of which the simple listing of would take whole tomes, it is obvious that on this land lived and still lives today a Nation, the continuity of which can't be doubted.

Great Greek Folklorists, like Nikolaos Politis and George Ekaterinidis, with their works they prove, through a lot of examples and evidence, the racial continuity of Hellenism, which is also captured on a cultural level, from the Ancient times to the Byzantine Empire times, to today.
In Conclusion

The racial continuity of Hellenism has been attacked, like never before, by both the Left and the Right - true believers and fans of globalization. The reason behind this unholy alliance is the destruction of the racial element from the foundations of the state. It is, basically, an obscene war against the holy origin of the law. All this aims to ideologically deconstruct our very State, and bring the revival of the atheist and a-racial "People's State" of the French Revolution, in a multiracial and multicultural form, so a world government can be established - a new, sick and twisted "Roman Empire" of plutocracy and corporatism.

Essentially, those are the preparatory activities for the coming era of the "Caesars", which will be the swansong of the current historical cycle, according to Oswald Spengler's theory. The powers of corruption, despite the fact that they have been taunted and deconstructed in the conscious of the People, continue to repeat their incomprehensible dogma, which ultimately drives civilizations to death.

Engel's quote, abovementioned in the introduction, reveals one more dimension to the need to fight for the preservation of the Historic Truth about the racial continuity of Hellenism. It is not just an issue of Morality or Love for Greece, Hellenism and its History. It is also a social need to defeat the plutocratic plans of global prevalence and the enforcement of the dictatorship of the "notables" over "plebeians", who, lacking any coherent social bonds, will be unable to show any kind of resistance to these anti-folk and anti-national plans.

Costas Alexandrakis
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